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1.0 SUMMARY 
This report has been prepared for the Council Members of the Shire of Cranbrook, to assist with the 
setting of rates for the 2022/2023 financial year and beyond. 

2.0 WHY DO WE HAVE RATES? 
Local Governments help local communities run smoothly, they administer various laws and 
regulations to help maintain and improve services and facilities for the community. These services 
include community services, sporting and recreation services, environmental planning and protection, 
public health and waste services. The purpose of raising rates is to support the council in providing 
these services for the benefit of all residents.  

Rates help pay for: 

• waste and recycling collection & disposal
• animal control
• community safety initiatives
• street lighting and cleaning
• local roads, footpaths and drainage
• operation of halls and community centres
• maintenance of parks, playgrounds and sportsgrounds
• youth, family and senior services
• community events
• State Government charges for a range of services including fire service, planning and libraries
• other works, programs and facilities.

Anyone owning residential, rural, vacant, industrial or commercial property in the Shire of Cranbrook 
is a ratepayer, and Council may make a general rate whether or not it provides any services to the 
land upon which the rating is made.  

2.1 GENERAL RATES  
A general rate is a 'progressive' tax, reflecting the Unimproved value (rural properties) and the Gross 
Rental Value (urban properties). 

With a “progressive tax”, the higher the property valuation, the more rates the ratepayer will pay.  It 
may also be considered a “wealth tax”. 

2.2  MINIMUM RATES 
As per section 6.35 of the Local Government Act 1995 Council is able to set a minimum amount 
payable for properties in its district, which is greater than the general rate which would otherwise be 
payable on that land.  

2.3 TERMINOLOGY OF GRV 
The Gross Rental Value means the gross rental that the land might reasonably be expected to realise 
if let on a tenancy from year to year upon condition that the landlord was liable for all rates, taxes and 
other charges thereon, and the insurance and other outgoings necessary to maintain the value of the 
land.  
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The Valuer General revalues all rural properties annually, and urban properties every five years. 

2.4 VALUATIONS 
Under the Valuation of Land Act 1978 (WA) any person liable to pay a rate or a tax has the right to 
object to the values. Property owners having concerns over a valuation, may lodge a formal objection 
to the valuation. 

2.5 DIFFERENTIAL RATES 
Local governments impose rates on the properties within their district to raise revenue to fund the 
services and facilities provided to residents and visitors. 

The rates yield is determined by three factors: the method of valuation of the land, the valuation of 
the land and improvements, and the rate in the dollar applied to that valuation by the local 
government. 

Land is rated according to its unimproved value for land used predominantly for rural purposes or 
gross rental value for land used predominantly for non-rural purposes.   

The Valuer General values the land in accordance with the provisions of the Valuation of Land Act 
1978. The local government sets a rate in the dollar which is applied to this valuation to give the rates 
liability for each property. 

A local government may impose a single general rate which applies to all of the properties in the 
unimproved value or gross rental value category.  Alternatively, the local government can distinguish 
between land in either category on the basis of its zoning, use or whether it is vacant land (or other 
characteristic set out in regulations), or a combination of these factors, and apply a differential general 
rate to each. 

The purpose of the imposition of a differential general rate is generally to ensure that every landowner 
makes a reasonable contribution to the rate burden. 

3.0 INTEGRATED PLANNING 
The principle aims of long-term financial planning is to ensure that the Shire remains financially 
sustainable into the future.  Whilst there are many definitions of sustainability, the definition of 
financial sustainability utilised by Price Waterhouse Cooper in its report entitled “National Financial 
Sustainability Study of Local Government” for the Australian Local Government Association is as 
follows: 

“The financial sustainability of a council is determined by its ability to manage expected financial 
requirements and financial risks and shocks over the long term without the use of disruptive revenue 
or expenditure measures; which is determined by:  

•  healthy finances in the current period and long-term outlook based on continuation of the
council’s present spending and funding policies and given likely economic and demographic
developments, and

•  ensuring infrastructure renewals/replacement expenditure matches forward looking asset
management plan expenditure needs.”
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To ensure the Shire remains financially sustainable, it is important that sound financial strategies and 
principles are developed and continually reviewed in line with the changing economic and 
demographic outlook for the community. 

Whilst the Shire currently has an identified a small renewal funding gap in some areas, it is still 
important to address this in the long term.  If the gap remains in the longer term, the community will 
start to suffer one of two likely scenarios; 

1.  Infrastructure will begin to fail and this will impact on the economic prosperity of the
community.

2.  The Shire will start to run out of cash as more and more effort will be required to fund
maintenance activities in an attempt to prolong infrastructure life.  This will significantly
reduce the Shire’s ability to fund existing and/or new services.

There are essentially only three ways to close a funding gap being; 

1.  Reduce the asset base (i.e. rationalise assets).
2.  Reduce the level of service (however this may not be a long-term sustainable strategy).
3.  Secure more funds via;

o Targeting grant funding
o Increasing rates

Increasing rates is ideally a strategy of last resort, nonetheless it is important that prudent rate 
increases form part of the multi-prong approach to financial management.  The Shire has limited 
control over other funding sources which are often not indexed and can in some instances decline 
from year to year. 

In order to deliver the same level of service, current expenditure levels need to be retained in the 
longer term.  

Everything the Shire spends money on (Labour, Plant and Materials) is subject to inflation; often well 
in excess of the Consumer Price Index (CPI).  If CPI increases 3% and 45% of the Shire’s revenue is from 
non-indexed sources, rates need to be increased by almost double CPI in order to deliver the same 
level of service as that delivered the previous year.  Hence, critical review of service levels and well 
considered rate increases are an important aspect of long-term financial planning. 

3.1 STRATEGIC RESOURCE PLAN – 2017-2032 
The Adopted SRP opted for a rate yield of 1.0% above inflation for the term of the Plan.  This is 
reflected by: 

• 2021/2022 – Rates - $2,649,283 (Budget 2021/2022 = $2,611,478)
• 2022/2023 – Rates - $2,728,672 (Inflation pegged at 2% - rate increase of 3%)
• 2022/2023 – Rates - $2,877,121 (Inflation actual 7.6% - rate increase of 8.6%) requiring

$224,587 additional rates (over 2021/22 Actual).

The impact of an increase in the inflation rate on the long-term result: 

• 2021/2022 – Operating Expenditure (excl Depreciation & Interest Expenses) = increase of
$224,875.
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• 2021/2022 – Purchase Property, Plant & Equipment, and Infrastructure = increase of $236,385
which is now unfunded due to inflationary pressures.  This has only been calculated for
2022/2023 as the impact would be compounding for future years.

3.2 RATES INCREASES AND RATES GROWTH
A lot of Local Governments utilise “rates growth” within their Long-Term Financial Plans, however this
is not evident in the SRP for the Shire of Cranbrook.  Rates Growth capitalises on increases in
valuations, examples of which are (a) new buildings in the GRV rate category, and (b) increases in
valuations for the annual UV Revaluation.

On the other hand, other Local Governments will reduce the rate in the dollar to minimise the impact 
of a rate increase on rating categories.  For example, if UV’s increased by 10%, and the predicted rate 
yield increase was 3%, then they would reduce the rate in the dollar by 7%.  However, this does not 
apply to those properties that have had an interim valuation increase during the year.  These will all 
be GRV properties, and will bear the full brunt of a progressive tax, whereas UV revaluations do not 
tend to follow the same rule.   

Conversely, if UV valuations decreased by 10%, and the predicted rate yield increase is 3%, would 
Council consider a 7% increase in the UV rate in the dollar? Such fluctuations lead to uncertainty and 
possible rate increase spikes that the community find a difficult pill to swallow. 

This is where the full interpretation of the progressive taxation method needs to be considered, the 
higher the value, the more you pay.   

4.0 WAY FORWARD 
For Council Members to fully consider a rating strategy, they need to consider a number of factors: 

• Inflation
• Rates growth (eg valuation increases)
• Service Levels
• Operating Expenses
• Capital Expenses
• Grant Funding
• Reserve Funds
• Borrowings

This list is not exhaustive, but gives Council Members an indication that this requires careful 
consideration. 

4.1 CAPITALISING ON RATES GROWTH 
By not utilising the increase in the valuations for UV: 

• 2020/21 the Shire lost a potential $582,630 in rates growth.  Valuations increased by 9.04%
where as the rate in the dollar decreased by negative 8.2%.

• 2021/2022 the Shire lost a potential $682,472 in rates growth.  Valuations increased by
17.52% whereas the rate in the dollar decreased by negative 11.79%.

• 2022/2023 the Shire may potentially lose $777,465 in rates growth.  Valuations increased by
16.47% where as the rate in the dollar is projected to increase by 4.94%
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Council needs to consider implementing a sound strategy for rate increases to avoid getting further 
and further behind in its ability to fund operations and capital expenses. 

5.0 RATING STRATEGY 
A simple example of a Rating Strategy is: 

Objective: 

The purpose of this strategy is for Council to consider how the rate burden can be most equitably 
distributed, and to capitalise on rates growth without placing an undue burden on any one valuation 
class. 

Statement: 

Council acknowledges that property taxes do not recognise the situation where ratepayers are “asset 
rich” and “income poor”. In some cases, ratepayers may have considerable wealth reflected in 
property they own but have a low level of income. Examples include pensioners, self-funded retirees, 
businesses subject to cyclical downturn, households with large families and property owners with little 
equity but high levels of mortgage and other debt.  

While personal income tax is more reflective of the capacity to pay, it is not possible to expect a 
property tax system to deal practically with all aspects of capacity to pay based on individual 
households and businesses. It is also not practical or acceptable to shift, modify or manipulate the 
existing system to the benefit of one group of ratepayers at the expense of another unless such shift 
is widely accepted and for a proper purpose. In fact, Local Government has no mandate or ability to 
universally apply a “capacity to pay” test. In recognition of this fact, Council has developed a “Financial 
Hardship Policy” to deal with ratepayers who find themselves in a position of financial hardship. 

In the Local Government context, the rating system determines how Council will raise money from 
properties within the municipality while the annual budget determines how that money will be spent. 
The rating system comprises the valuation base and the rating instruments that are used to calculate 
property owner’s liability for rates. 

In considering the best-practice system of taxation, economists generally draw on a number of design 
criteria or principles.    The principles summarised below are most significant in local government 
rating decisions: 

Tax design principles: 

Equity: does the tax burden fall appropriately across different classes of ratepayers? 

• The Benefit principle - One of the more misunderstood elements of the rating system is that
residents seek to equate the level of rates paid with the amount of benefit they individually
achieve.  The reality is however that rates are a system of taxation not dissimilar to P.A.Y.E
tax.

In paying a tax on salaries, it is rarely questioned what benefit is received with it being
acknowledged that tax payments are required to pay for critical services (Health, Education,
etc.) across the nation.  Local Government is not different to this outcome with Rates being
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required to subsidise the delivery of services and capital works that would otherwise be 
unaffordable if charged on a case by case basis. 

• Linkage of property wealth to capacity to pay – the valuation of property is an imperfect
system in which to assess a resident’s ability to pay annual rates but one which Council is
restricted to under the Local Government Act 1995.  The equity question for consideration
however is should Council support residents with lower rates?

Efficiency: does the rating methodology significantly distort property ownership and development 
decisions in a way that results in significant efficiency costs? 

Sustainability: does the system generate sustainable, reliable revenues for councils and is it durable 
and flexible in changing conditions (that is, can it adequately withstand volatility)? 

Cross-border competitiveness: to what extent does the rating system undermine the competitiveness 
of the council/state as a place to live and/or own a property or operate a business? 

Competitive neutrality: are all businesses conducting similar activities treated in similar ways within 
the municipality? 

Service Levels: levels of service and infrastructure provided by the Shire in response to community 
expectations is what determines the amount of rates revenue required to be generated, as opposed 
to the value of land at any point in time. To allow total rates yield to fluctuate in proportion with land 
values would expose the community and the Shire to significant variations in both service provision 
and rates bills on a yearly basis, and compromise the long-term financial sustainability of the Shire. 

Strategy: levy rates so as to provide a stable price path for the community, and certainty around the 
Shire’s primary revenue source in a fair and equitable manner, having due regard to objectivity, 
consistency, transparency, and administrative efficiency. 

Future Rates: Rating provides for the net funding requirements of the Shire’s services, activities, 
financing costs and the current and future capital requirements, after considering all other forms of 
revenue. As the costs incurred to provide services and infrastructure increases overtime, so does the 
need for and pressure towards raising rates. 

Holding rates at comparatively low amounts may necessarily lead to larger increases in later years. 
Initially, achieving comparative rating consistency with neighbouring local governments in the short-
term will support the Shire’s long-term financial sustainability. Following with a gradual and consistent 
approach to increasing rates, avoids the need to raise rates outside of an acceptable range and or 
comparison over the long-term. 

Further Information 

Additional information that should be included in a full Rating Strategy includes: 

• Clearly outlines Legislative requirements and restrictions;
• Has developed and applied a sound strategic framework for making rating decisions;
• Has adequately informed councillors and ratepayers about rate change proposals;
• Has taken sufficient account of ratepayers’ feedback on their proposals before finalising rates;

and
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• Provided sufficient guidance to understand how to apply legislated objectives and measure
performance.

6.0 PHASING IN VALUATIONS/RATES IN THE DOLLAR 
It is recommended that Council Members consider benchmarking its rate in the dollar, and 
implementing a phasing in of the rate in the dollar that is comparative to its neighbouring local 
governments.  This is a simple method that can be understood by Council and Community members.  

To give an example, using neighbouring local governments as a benchmark (2021/22 Budget): 

Local Government Total UV Valuation Rate in the $ 
Cranbrook $319,685,218 $0.006960 
Gnowangerup $409,962,000 $0.008075 
Kojonup $401,979,950 $0.008053 
Broomehill/Tambellup $327,494,000 $0.007260 
Boyup Brook $342,888,907 $0.007182 
Manjimup $481,239,440 $0.008078 
Plantagenet $631,909,400 $0.007626 

Lowest rate in the $ Highest rate in the $ 

To bring the Shire of Cranbrook in line with their neighbouring local governments, the following 
options are suggested: 

1. GRV 3%, UV 6% (this would continue for the next two years as 6% if the rating strategy
showed that this was sustainable.); or

2. GRV 3%, UV 8% (this would mean the shire would go back to 4% the following year); or
3. GRV 3%, UV 10% (Similarly, it is presumed that the shire would go back to 4% the following

year).

At the very least, Council should be aiming for the average of its neighbours in the long term. 

7.0 RECOMMENDATION 
That Council: 

1. Instruct the CEO to prepare a full Rating Strategy Policy, comprising the principles contained
in this report;

2. Implement an increase in the rate yield for 2022/2023:
a. **GRV 3%, UV 6% (this would continue for the next two years as 6% if the rating

strategy showed that this was sustainable.); OR
b. **GRV 3%, UV 8% (this would mean the shire would go back to 4% the following

year); OR
c. **GRV 3%, UV 10% (Similarly, it is presumed that the shire would go back to 4% the

following year); and
3. Any excess yielded by the implementation of the increase in the UV Rate in the dollar be set

aside in the Roadworks Reserve fund.

** Note – Delete whichever inapplicable.
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